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ABSTRACT239

In a companion paper, we present the first spatially resolved polarized image of Sagittarius A∗ on240

event horizon scales, captured using the Event Horizon Telescope, a global very long baseline interfer-241

ometric array operating at a wavelength of 1.3 mm. Here, we interpret this image using both simple242

analytic models and numerical general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations. The243

large spatially resolved linear polarization fraction (24-28%, peaking at ∼40%) is the most stringent244

constraint on parameter space, disfavoring models that are too Faraday depolarized. Similar to our245

studies of M87∗, polarimetric constraints reinforce a preference for GRMHD models with dynamically246

important magnetic fields. Although the spiral morphology of the polarization pattern is known to247

constrain the spin and inclination angle, the time-variable rotation measure (RM) of Sgr A∗ (equivalent248

to ≈46◦ ± 12◦ rotation at 228 GHz) limits its present utility as a constraint. If we attribute the RM249

to internal Faraday rotation, then the motion of accreting material is inferred to be counter-clockwise,250

contrary to inferences based on historical polarized flares, and no model satisfies all polarimetric and251

total intensity constraints. On the other hand, if we attribute the mean RM to an external Faraday252

screen, then the motion of accreting material is inferred to be clockwise, and one model passes all253

applied total intensity and polarimetric constraints: a model with strong magnetic fields, a spin pa-254

rameter of 0.94, and an inclination of 150◦. We discuss how future 345 GHz and dynamical imaging255

will mitigate our present uncertainties and provide additional constraints on the black hole and its256

accretion flow.257

Keywords: Black Hole Physics – Galaxies: Individual: Sgr A∗– Radio interferometry – Very long258

baseline interferometry – Polarimetry – Supermassive black holes – Magnetohydrodynamics259

(MHD)260
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1. INTRODUCTION290

Synchrotron emission from the plasma near super-291

massive black holes provides a crucial source of insight292

into the physical processes that drive accretion and out-293

flow in galactic cores. It is intrinsically polarized, and294

both linear and circular polarization provide informa-295

tion about the emitting plasma’s density, temperature,296

composition, and magnetic field. In the rest frame of297

the emitting fluid, the linear polarization direction is or-298

thogonal to the local magnetic fields, so images of linear299

polarization capture the projected magnetic field struc-300

ture perpendicular to the line of sight. Any magnetized301

plasma along the line of sight imparts additional polari-302

metric effects via Faraday rotation, which rotates the303

plane of linear polarization with a λ2 dependence, where304

λ is the observing wavelength, and Faraday conversion,305

which exchanges linear and circular polarization states.306

Finally, for emission near a black hole, the polarization307

is subject to achromatic rotation from propagation in a308

curved space-time.309

Recently, the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) Collab-310

oration published images of the supermassive black hole311

at the galactic center, Sagittarius A* (Sgr A∗; Event312

Horizon Telescope Collaboration et al. 2022a,b,c,d,e,f,313

hereafter Papers I-VI). These images revealed a bright314

emission ring encircling a central brightness depres-315

sion (the “apparent shadow”), consistent with the ex-316

pected appearance of a Kerr black hole with a mass317

M ≈ 4 × 106M⊙ that is only accreting a trickle of318

material relative to that captured at the Bondi radius319

in a radiatively inefficient manner (e.g., Hilbert 1917;320

Bardeen 1973; Luminet 1979; Jaroszynski & Kurpiewski321

1997; Falcke et al. 2000). Comparisons of the EHT mea-322

surements with numerical simulations provide estimates323

of the mass accretion rate Ṁ ∼ 10−8 M⊙/yr ∼ 10−3ṀB324

and a luminosity that is L <∼ 1036 erg/s ∼ 10−9LEdd (see325

e.g., Paper V, and references therein). Here, ṀB is the326

Bondi mass accretion rate and LEdd ≡ 4πGMcmp/σT327

is the Eddington luminosity, with G, c, mp, and σT be-328

ing the gravitational constant, speed of light, proton329

mass, and Thomson cross-section, respectively. Previ-330

ously, measurements of linearly polarized emission near331

Sgr A∗ gave strong evidence for this low accretion state332

(e.g., Agol 2000; Quataert & Gruzinov 2000). In addi-333

tion, the emission ring morphology including the lack334

of a pronounced brightness asymmetry in EHT images335

favors a viewing angle in Sgr A∗ that is at a low-to-336

moderate inclination (<∼ 50◦) relative to the angular mo-337

mentum of the inner accretion flow (see, e.g., Figure 9338

in Paper V).339

Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration et al. (2023a,340

hereafter Paper VII) reports the first polarized images341

of Sgr A∗, using EHT observations at 230GHz taken342

in 2017. These images show a prominent spiral polar-343

ization pattern in the emission ring that is temporally344

stable, strongly linearly polarized (≈ 25%), and dom-345
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inated by azimuthally symmetric structure. Both the346

image-averaged polarization fraction (mnet ∼ 5%) and347

the resolved polarization fraction (⟨|m|⟩ ≈ 25%) are sig-348

nificantly higher in Sgr A∗ than in the EHT’s obser-349

vations of M87∗ (Event Horizon Telescope Collabora-350

tion et al. 2021a, hereafter M87∗ Paper VII). In M87∗,351

this polarization pattern was explained by coherent and352

dynamically important magnetic fields, depolarized by353

Faraday effects (Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration354

et al. 2021b, hereafter M87∗ Paper VIII).355

In this paper, we provide the theoretical modeling and356

interpretation to accompany Paper VII. In Section 2,357

we summarize the new polarimetric observational con-358

straints on Sgr A∗. In Section 3, we provide general ar-359

guments about what these constraints imply for Sgr A∗
360

through comparison with three simple models: one-zone361

physical models to evaluate the plasma properties, geo-362

metrical ring models to evaluate the degree of coher-363

ence in the polarized image, and semi-analytic emis-364

sion models to evaluate the interplay between space-time365

and emission parameters in determining polarized image366

structure. In Section 4, we describe a large library of367

GRMHD simulations for Sgr A∗. In Section 5, we evalu-368

ate which of these GRMHD models are compatible with369

the observational constraints. In Section 6, we summa-370

rize our findings and describe the prospects for improved371

constraints from future observations of Sgr A∗.372

2. SUMMARY OF POLARIMETRIC373

OBSERVATIONS374

In Paper VII, static polarimetric images are con-375

structed from the Sgr A∗ EHT data taken on April376

6th and 7th, 2017 between 226.1 and 230.1 GHz (see377

Section 2 of Paper VII for more details). For theoreti-378

cal interpretation, we adopt 8 observational constraints379

derived from images generated by the THEMIS and380

the m-ring reconstruction methods (note that “m” is the381

azimuthal/angular mode number here, not polarization382

fraction, see Johnson et al. 2020). Of the 4 methods in-383

cluded in Paper VII, these are the only methods which384

provide Bayesian posteriors, from which we compute385

90% confidence intervals. These methods make dras-386

tically different assumptions, and in a sense, bracket the387

possible spatial and temporal variability. In brief, the388

m-ring method fits a ring model to each snapshot inde-389

pendently, but the allowed spatial variability is very lim-390

ited by construction (m ≤ 2 for total intensity, m ≤ 3 for391

linear polarization, and m ≤ 2 for circular polarization).392

In contrast, Themis attempts to optimize a single static393

image most consistent with the full data over time, with394

a noise budget attributed to time variability. Despite395

the vast differences between these models, they recover396

key image quantities with similar accuracy in synthetic397

data tests and arrive at mostly consistent observables398

(Paper VII).399

Throughout this work, the large and time-variable400

rotation measure (RM) of Sgr A∗ poses a significant401

systematic uncertainty. Defined as RM ≡ ∆χ/∆λ2,402

where χ is the electric vector position angle (EVPA),403

the RM of Sgr A∗ may originate from Faraday rota-404

tion internal to the emitting region, an external screen,405

changes in the plasma probed as a function of opti-406

cal depth, or a combination of these effects. Examin-407

ing the polarized light curves for the same two days408

as our EHT observations, Wielgus et al. (2023) arrive409

at ⟨RM⟩ = −4.65+1.25
−1.18 × 105 radm−2. We reserve a410

snapshot m-ring THEMIS
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Figure 1. Polarized images of Sgr A∗ used for physical in-
terpretation in this work. Two methods from Paper VII,
snapshot m-ring and THEMIS, are included. Top and cen-
ter: Total intensity is shown in grayscale, polarization ticks
indicate the electric vector polarization angle (EVPA), the
tick length is proportional to the linear polarization intensity
magnitude, and color indicates fractional linear polarization.
The dotted contour levels correspond to linearly polarized
intensities of 25, 50, and 75% of the polarization peak. The
solid contour levels indicate total intensity at 25, 50 and 75%
of the peak brightness. The top row shows images without
derotation and the center row shows images with a derota-
tion of 46.0 deg to account for Faraday rotation. Bottom:
Total intensity is indicated in solid colored contours at 25,
50 and 75% of the peak brightness, and the Stokes V bright-
ness is indicated in the diverging colormap, with red/blue
indicating a positive/negative sign.
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lengthy discussion of the RM of Sgr A∗ in both obser-411

vations and theory for Appendix C. In summary, the412

fraction of the RM that can be attributed to an external413

Faraday screen is currently unresolved. Thus, through-414

out this work, we consider the recovered image statistics415

both with and without RM derotation. Derotating the416

image corresponds to an interpretation where the time-417

averaged RM is attributed to a relatively stable external418

Faraday screen, separate from our models, which can be419

corrected for. Refraining from doing so corresponds to420

an interpretation in which all of the RM is generated in-421

ternally, within our models. Our GRMHD simulations422

can reproduce the intra-day variability of the RM, but423

not its stability of sign (see Appendix C).424

For each of these methods, 8 observational constraints425

explored in this paper are computed, listed in Table 1.426

To generate these ranges, a large quantity of images con-427

sistent with the data were generated from each method’s428

posterior distribution. We computed the relevant ob-429

servables for each of these images, and then inferred 90%430

confidence regions. The m-ring method does not provide431

independent values of vnet, which is fixed to the mean432

ALMA-inferred value for circular polarization analysis433

(see Paper VII). When combining the two methods for434

theoretical interpretation, we adopt the minimum and435

maximum of the union of both 90% confidence regions436

(see Figure 10 in Paper VII for a visualization).437

The quantities mnet and vnet correspond to the net438

linear and circular polarization that would be inferred439

from a spatially unresolved measurement for the time-440

averaged image. These are given by441

mnet =

√
(
∑

i Qi)
2
+ (

∑
i Ui)

2∑
i Ii

, (1)442

443

vnet =

∑
i Vi∑
i Ii

, (2)444

where
∑

i denotes a summation over each pixel i. For445

the time-resolved light curves, which are distinct from446

the values inferred from our static image reconstruc-447

tions, Wielgus et al. (2022a, 2023) find 2.6% < mnet <448

11% and −2.1% < vnet < −0.7% respectively, where449

we quote the central 90% of the values observed during450

the same two days of observation. Interestingly, we find451

that the m-ring method arrives at much lower values of452

mnet than Themis, which may be attributable to tem-453

poral cancellations of fluctuating electric vector position454

angle (EVPA) patterns.455

The remainder of our constraints are structural quan-456

tities, beginning with ⟨|m|⟩ and ⟨|v|⟩, the image-457

averaged linear and circular polarization fraction. These458

are given by459

⟨|m|⟩ =
∑

i

√
Q2

i + U2
i∑

i Ii
, (3)460

461

⟨|v|⟩ =
∑

i |Vi/Ii| Ii∑
i Ii

. (4)462

Note that these quantities depend on the effective res-463

olution of our images. Throughout this work we quote464

values from our simulations corresponding to 20 µas res-465

olution to mimic EHT resolution. We treat the resolved466

circular polarization fraction ⟨|v|⟩ as an upper limit, and467

thus the combined range extends to 0 in Table 1. This468

is due to the fact that the circularly polarized images469

presented in Paper VII show structural differences that470

we attribute to noise (see also Event Horizon Telescope471

Collaboration et al. 2023b, hereafter M87∗ Paper IX).472

Because of the absolute magnitude inherent to the defi-473

nition of this quantity, it is biased high when the signal-474

to-noise is too low.475

Complex βm modes correspond to Fourier decomposi-476

tions of the linear polarization structure, where m refers477

to the number of times that an EVPA tick rotates with478

azimuth (Palumbo et al. 2020). These coefficients are479

defined480

βm =
1

Itot

∞∫
0

2π∫
0

P (ρ, φ) e−imφ ρdφdρ, (5)481

Itot =

∞∫
0

2π∫
0

I(ρ, φ) ρ dφdρ . (6)482

483

where ρ and φ correspond to polar coordinates in the im-484

age, and P = Q+ iU . The rotationally invariant mode,485

β2, has natural connections to what we believe are az-486

imuthally symmetric disk/jet structures, in particular487

the magnetic field geometry. Its amplitude encodes the488

strength of this mode, while its phase encodes the pitch489

angle and handedness of EVPA ticks. We observe ∠β2490

closer to ±180◦ than 0◦, which corresponds to tick pat-491

terns that are more toroidal than radial.492

When considering observational constraints without493

RM derotation, we simply adopt the range of ∠β2 as494

observed on the sky. When considering observational495

constraints with RM derotation, we derotate ∠β2 assum-496

ing that there is an external Faraday screen between us497

and the emitting region that we can characterize by the498

mean RM over time. Since ∠β2 depends on twice the499

EVPA, we therefore add −2⟨RM⟩λ2 to ∠β2, where ⟨RM⟩500

is the mean RM observed on April 6th and 7th. There-501

fore, the range on ∠β2 had been significantly shifted by502

the Faraday screen by 2RMλ2 = −92.0+24.7
−23.4 degrees.503

Applying this derotation both shifts and broadens the504

constraint.505

Mean images from the posterior distributions gener-506

ated by each method are plotted in Figure 1. Two sets507

of linearly polarized images are shown, corresponding to508

images without and with derotation respectively. Note509

that derotation reverses the handedness of the polariza-510

tion spiral, which has important implications for the flow511

structure. In the first two rows, total intensity is shown512

in gray scale, with contours drawn at 25, 50, and 75% of513
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Observable m-ring Themis Combined

mnet [%] (2.0, 3.1) (6.5, 7.3) (2.0, 7.3)
vnet [%] – (-0.7, 0.12) (-0.7, 0.12)
⟨|m|⟩ [%] (24, 28) (26, 28) (24, 28)
⟨|v|⟩ [%] (1.4, 1.8) (2.7, 5.5) (0.0, 5.5)
|β1| (0.11, 0.14) (0.10, 0.13) (0.10, 0.14)
|β2| (0.20, 0.24) (0.14, 0.17) (0.14, 0.24)
∠β2 [deg] (as observed) (125, 137) (142, 159) (125, 159)
∠β2 [deg] (RM derotated) (-168, -108) (-151, -85) (-168, -85)
|β2|/|β1| (1.5, 2.1) (1.1, 1.6) (1.1, 2.1)

Table 1. Polarimetric constraints derived from the static reconstruction of Sgr A∗. These two methods each provide posteriors,
from which 90% confidence regions are quoted. As constraints on our models, we conservatively adopt the minimum and
maximum of these 90% confidence regions from both of these methods combined (rightmost column), with the exception of ⟨|v|⟩
which is treated as an upper limit. Derotation assumes that the mean RM can be attributed to an external Faraday screen, for
which a frequency of 228.1 GHz is adopted.

the peak brightness. These same contours are repeated514

in the bottom row. In the top two rows, the colored ticks515

encode linear polarization, where the length scales with516

the total linearly polarized intensity and the color scales517

with the fractional polarization. The dashed white con-518

tours plot the linearly polarized intensity rather than519

the total intensity.520

Finally, we also compute the simplest non-rotationally521

symmetric mode, β1, as a probe of polarization asym-522

metry. Again, |β1| encodes the strength of this mode,523

and we use |β2|/|β1| as a probe of rotational symmetry.524

Since there is no clear axis (such as the spin axis) to525

define ∠β1 = 0◦, we do not study ∠β1. We also refrain526

from computing higher order βm modes, which are more527

likely to be sensitive to smaller-scale noise fluctuations.528

3. ANALYTIC MODELS529

As discussed in the previous section, the linearly po-530

larized image of Sgr A∗ exhibits three salient features:531

1. It has a large resolved polarization fraction of 24-532

28%, with a peak of ∼40%, much higher than533

M87∗.534

2. The linear polarization structure is highly ordered.535

3. The ordered structure exhibits a high degree of536

rotational symmetry, which appears to spiral in-537

wards with counter-clockwise handedness after538

derotating by the apparent RM, or clockwise with-539

out derotating.540

Before exploring more physically complete GRMHD541

models, we demonstrate that each of these features can542

be understood in the context of simple analytic models.543

3.1. One-zone Modeling544

We use the basic assumptions described in Paper V545

that Sgr A∗ is an accreting black hole with extremely546

small Eddington ratio, and follow M87∗ Paper VIII to547

include polarimetry. This polarized one-zone model val-548

idates the more complicated numerical models shown549

later in this paper, and offers a natural explanation for550

the high polarization fraction of Sgr A∗ relative to M87∗.551

We model the accretion flow around Sgr A∗ as a uni-552

form sphere of plasma with radius r = 5 rg, where553

rg = GM/c2, comparable to the observed size of Sgr A∗
554

at 230GHz (Paper III, Paper IV), with uniform mag-555

netic field oriented at a fiducial 60° inclination relative556

to the line-of-sight. The outcomes of our one-zone model557

depend only weakly on the field orientation. Note that558

the plasma velocity and the gravitational redshift are559

neglected.560

In Paper V, we assumed that the plasma is opti-561

cally thin, the ion-electron temperature ratio is 3, the562

ions are subvirial by a factor of 3, and plasma β ≡563

Pgas/Pmag = 1. Adopting the observational flux con-564

straint Fν = 2.4 Jy (Wielgus et al. 2022b), we ob-565

tained the self-consistent solution ne ≃ 106 cm−3 and566

B ≃ 29G. Using this solution, we can estimate the567

strength of the Faraday rotation at 230GHz with the568

optical depth to Faraday rotation τρV
:569

τρV
≈ r × ρV ≃ 0.98

(
r

5 rg

)
, (7)570

571

where ρV is the Faraday rotation coefficient (e.g., Jones572

& Hardee 1979). In contrast, similar modeling arrived573

at τρV
∼ 5.2 (r/5 rg) for M87∗ (M87∗ Paper VIII). The574

value inferred for Sgr A∗ suggests that the internal Fara-575

day rotation may not be negligible (see also Wielgus576

et al. 2023), but also may not necessarily lead to sub-577

stantial depolarization.578

By including optical depth effects and using Dex-579

ter (2016)’s polarized synchrotron emission and trans-580

fer coefficients, we relax some assumptions such as ion-581

electron temperature ratios and virial factor and plot582
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Figure 2. Allowed parameter space in electron number density (ne) and dimensionless electron temperature (Θe) for the one-
zone model described in Section 3.1. The panels correspond to different assumed values of plasma β = Pgas/Pmag. We require
that the total flux density 2 Jy < Fν < 3 Jy (gray region) and optical depth τ < 1 (green region). Corresponding magnetic field
strengths are shown as red dotted lines. In blue, we plot the Faraday thick region, τρV > 2π. Unlike for M87∗, we find that the
model is Faraday thin wherever there is intersection between our two constraints.

the allowed parameter space as in (M87∗ Paper VIII).583

Specifically,584

• we relax the flux constraint to 2 Jy < Fν < 3 Jy to585

include the effect of variability; and586

• we require the same assumption that Sgr A* is587

optically thin, i.e., τ < 1.588

The above requirements are marked by the gray and589

green regions in Figure 2, respectively. The magnetic590

field strengths are shown as red dotted contour lines,591

and the different panels assume different plasma β. In592

blue, we plot the contour corresponding to τρV
> 2π,593

beyond which internal Faraday depolarization becomes594

increasingly important. Unlike for M87∗ (see Figure 2595

of M87∗ Paper VIII), we find that the regions where596

the total flux and optically-thin constraints are satisfied597

only occur in Faraday thin regions of parameter space.598

We note that this is compatible with multi-frequency599

RM measurements that suggest τρV
∼ 1 (Wielgus et al.600

2023). Again, this is enough to noticeably rotate the601

EVPA pattern, but not enough to cause substantial de-602

polarization.603

In summary, the total flux and optical depth con-604

straints of Sgr A∗ naturally require small Faraday605

depths, which explains the large inferred values of ⟨|m|⟩.606

3.2. Ordered Polarization: Ordered Fields607

Because beam depolarization can only decrease the608

observed polarization fraction, measurements of the lin-609

ear polarization at varying angular scales provides in-610

formation about the degree of order in the underlying611

polarization. A priori, it could be possible that the612

the underlying magnetic field is significantly tangled on613

scales much smaller than the beam. However, the com-614

bination of unresolved (mnet ≈ 0.07) and EHT-resolved615

(⟨|m|⟩ ≈ 0.25) linear polarization measurements con-616

strains the degree of order in the true, underlying po-617

larization pattern on scales smaller than our beam size,618

disallowing significant spatially unresolved disorder.619

As a simple toy model, we analyzed a thin, circular620

ring with polarization confined to two azimuthal Fourier621

modes, labeled with index ℓ.1 First, we include a con-622

stant (ℓ = 0) mode that defines mnet. We fix the am-623

plitude of this mode to be 0.07 to match unresolved624

observations of Sgr A∗. Next, we add a second mode625

with varying index ℓ > 0 and an amplitude of 0.7, simi-626

lar to the peak fractional polarization expected for syn-627

chrotron emission. By varying ℓ, we can crudely assess628

the allowed degree of coherence in the polarization of629

Sgr A∗.630

Figure 3 shows the resolved fractional polarization631

⟨|m|⟩ at an angular resolution of 20µas as a function of632

the secondary mode index ℓ. Both a perfectly ordered633

polarization field (ℓ = 0) and a highly disordered polar-634

ization field (ℓ ≫ 1) will have mnet ≈ ⟨|m|⟩. For the635

former, there is no beam depolarization; for the latter,636

the beam depolarization eliminates all small-scale polar-637

ized power, even at the resolution of the EHT. Hence,638

the high value of ⟨|m|⟩ relative to mnet that we observe639

is a powerful diagnostic of coherent polarized structure.640

As expected, small values of ℓ produce resolved po-641

larization fractions that are too high, while large val-642

ues of ℓ produce resolved polarization fractions that are643

1 This toy model is equivalent to the “m-ring” model used in Pa-
per VII, but we label with the index “ℓ” here to avoid ambiguities.
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Figure 3. The combination of unresolved (mnet) and EHT-
resolved (⟨|m|⟩) linear polarization measurements (at 20µas

resolution) constrains the degree of order in the underlying
polarization image. In this schematic example, a polarized
m-ring has a fixed net polarization, mnet ≡ 0.07 (denoted
with the black dashed line), together with a single strongly
polarized mode at higher order, ℓ, that controls the degree
of disorder. For small values of ℓ, the resulting image is too
ordered, with ⟨|m|⟩ exceeding our observed value for Sgr A∗

(denoted with the upper yellow band). For large values of
m, the resulting image is too disordered, with beam depo-
larization eliminating the highly polarized image structure.
In this example, the fields must be substantially ordered to
be consistent with our observations of Sgr A∗, with polar-
ized structure that is coherent on scales of the ℓ ≈ 4 mode,
corresponding to angular scales of θ ≈ 4θg ≈ 20µas.

too low. Many effects that are not included in this644

toy model could further decrease the resolved fractional645

polarization—the amplitude of the small-scale polariza-646

tion structure could be significantly less than the syn-647

chrotron maximum (e.g., from optical depth or Faraday648

depolarization), there could be a mix of more than 2649

modes, and there could be radial polarization structure650

that causes beam depolarization. Hence, this example651

provides a conservative lower limit on the scale of co-652

herent polarized structure. To be consistent with our653

measurements of Sgr A∗, we require ℓ ≲ 4, correspond-654

ing to structure on angular scales of θ ≈ π
ℓ 5θg ≈ 20µas.655

Here θg = rg/d where d is the distance and 5θg is the ap-656

proximate radius of the emission ring in Sgr A∗. Hence,657

even without detailed modeling, we anticipate that the658

underlying polarization in Sgr A∗ is highly ordered, with659

significant power on azimuthal scales of θ≈4M or more.660

That is, the large resolved polarization fraction implies661

relative order of the magnetic field pattern on scales be-662

low the beam size.663

3.3. Decoding the Polarization Morphology664

Semi-analytic models enable computationally inex-665

pensive investigation of the effects of model parameters666

on images. For example, semi-analytic models of ra-667

diatively inefficient accretion flows have been used for668

decades to gain tractable yet physically motivated in-669

sights into accretion flows (Bromley et al. 2001; Broder-670

ick et al. 2009, 2011, 2014, 2016; Pu et al. 2016; Pu &671

Broderick 2018; Vincent et al. 2022). Here, we explore672

a very simple model, KerrBAM (or Kerr Bayesian Ac-673

cretion Modeling), a semi-analytic model for equatorial,674

axisymmetric synchrotron emission around a Kerr black675

hole (Palumbo et al. 2022). This modeling framework676

carries out ray-tracing in a Kerr space-time to produce677

a model image assuming an equatorial ring of emission678

with a specified fluid velocity, magnetic field geometry,679

and radial emission profile. Here, we use this simple680

model to illustrate the effects of inclination and spin on681

polarized image structure.682

As our starting point, we average2 magnetic fields and683

velocity fields in three KHARMA GRMHD simulations684

(to be discussed in Section 4) in both time and azimuth.685

We specify a ring of emission centered at a radius of 6 rg686

and use the values of the fluid velocity and magnetic field687

extracted from the GRMHD midplane at this radius.3688

To give the emission ring a realistically finite width, the689

emission is spread in a Gaussian spanning approximately690

4 to 8 rg, keeping the velocity and magnetic field vectors691

constant. With these values, KerrBAM is able to capture692

the effects of beaming, frame-dragging, and lensing on693

the resultant image. Note that this model excludes the694

likely contribution of emission off the mid-plane (e.g.,695

Falcke et al. 1993; Markoff et al. 2007).696

For three different MADs with spins of 0, +0.5, and697

+0.94, we plot several polarimetric quantities of interest698

(leftmost column) and their model images (subsequent699

columns) in Figure 4. Along with the polarimetric ob-700

servables, we overlay our constraints in gray, where for701

∠β2 the range without RM derotation is shown as a702

hatched region. Since this model places emission ex-703

actly at the mid-plane by construction, images produced704

at inclinations too close to 90◦ are misleading and there-705

fore not included. The KerrBAM prescription does not in-706

clude Faraday effects, only crudely models optical depth707

(in this case applying a midplane-normal crossing opti-708

cal depth τ⊥ = 0.5 applied uniformly to I, Q, and U),709

and assumes a pre-specified emission model confined to710

the mid-plane, so detailed agreement with the GRMHD711

models is neither expected nor achieved. Nevertheless,712

this model is useful for understanding several qualita-713

2 Rather than four-vector components, we average the Hodge dual
of the Faraday tensor, then reconstruct the averaged magnetic
field vector from the condition bµuµ = 0.

3 The velocity is computed in the frame of the zero angular momen-
tum observer in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, while the magnetic
field is computed in the fluid frame.
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Figure 4. Left column: Image quantities determined from simplified analytic KerrBAM models evaluated using MAD GRMHD
fluid velocities and magnetic fields of three spins. In this and subsequent plots, we plot our observational constraints as gray
bands for reference, with the ∠β2 constraint prior to RM derotation shown as a hatched region. We use this model to understand
key trends, but caution that more physically complete GRMHD models are necessary for quantitative comparison. Right three
columns: corresponding KerrBAM images evaluated at four example inclinations.

tive trends in our GRMHD library that are successfully714

reproduced.715

First, the net polarization is minimized at low incli-716

nation, since the symmetry of the accretion flow causes717

cancellation of polarization in the integrated image. The718

amplitude of the rotationally invariant mode β2 is always719

high, due to the underlying azimuthal symmetry of the720

system. Meanwhile, the amplitude of |β1| is stronger721

at higher inclinations, as it is sensitive to asymmetries722

in the polarized image. Finally, we highlight the spin-723

dependence of ∠β2, which this modeling demonstrates is724

driven by the evolution of the magnetic field and velocity725

structure in the GRMHD simulations due to frame drag-726

ging (see also Ricarte et al. 2022; Emami et al. 2023a;727

Chael et al. 2023). The a∗ = 0 model has ∠β2 ∼ −180◦,728

corresponding to a very toroidal EVPA pattern and thus729

radial magnetic fields. Meanwhile, the higher spin mod-730

els acquire −180 ≲ ∠β2 ≲ 0 due to their more spiral731
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EVPA structures. Interestingly, ∠β2 remains strikingly732

stable with inclination although the overall image struc-733

ture appears to evolve substantially by eye.734

This exploration shows that some of the most salient735

qualitative features of the polarized image can be traced736

back to fundamental properties of the fluid and space-737

time (magnetic field geometry and spin) without nec-738

essarily invoking more uncertain aspects of GRMHD739

models such as Faraday rotation, the electron-to-ion740

temperature ratio, and the electron distribution func-741

tion. However, more physically complete calculations742

with GRMHD simulations that include these effects self-743

consistently are still necessary for quantitative compar-744

ison.745

4. GRMHD MODELS746

While semi-analytic models provide qualitative in-747

sights and intuition about black hole accretion flows,748

they do not enforce conservation laws or capture time-749

dependent phenomena such as turbulence and shocks750

that play a crucial role in determining the detailed sys-751

tem structure. Thus, we generate dynamical source752

models using numerical ideal general relativistic mag-753

netohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations. A fluid ap-754

proximation would appear to conflict with the fact755

that the rate of Coulomb collisions is small, leading to756

mean-free paths well exceeding the system size, imply-757

ing that a collisionless kinetic treatment of the plasma758

may be necessary (Mahadevan & Quataert 1997). How-759

ever, kinetic instabilities can produce small-scale inho-760

mogeneities in the magnetic field that produce an ef-761

fective collisionality through particle-wave interactions762

(Kunz et al. 2014; Sironi & Narayan 2015; Riquelme763

et al. 2015; Meyrand et al. 2019). We implicitly as-764

sume that radiative effects like cooling are not dynam-765

ically important for the fluid evolution. This assump-766

tion is well-motivated given the low accretion rate of767

Sgr A∗, Ṁ ≲ 10−6ṀEdd, for which the radiative cooling768

timescale is long compared to the accretion timescale769

(Porth et al. 2019; Dibi et al. 2012; Ryan et al. 2017;770

Chael et al. 2018; but see also Yoon et al. 2020).771

In Paper V, to compare with total intensity EHT772

and multi-wavelength constraints, we generated a suite773

of GRMHD-derived images sampling a range of initial774

conditions and parameterizations of the electron tem-775

perature and distribution function. We simplify our776

exploration in this work, limiting ourselves to simu-777

lations with untilted torus-like initial conditions, rela-778

tivistic thermal electron distribution functions (eDFs)779

lacking non-thermal contributions, and electron tem-780

peratures prescribed via the Mościbrodzka et al. (2016)781

R − β prescription (see Equation 8 below). Radiative782

transfer is integrated within a radius of 100 rg, explic-783

itly ignoring material in highly magnetized regions with784

σ ≡ b2/ρ > 1, within which mass density is artificially785

injected to keep the simulation stable. We briefly test786

the impact of our choices of outer integration radius,787

the σ cut, and eDF in Appendix D, Appendix E, and788

Appendix F respectively. While departures from these789

assumptions are both interesting and physically justi-790

fied, we defer a thorough investigation of these topics to791

future work.792

Our GRMHD library samples a 5-dimensional param-793

eter space. The first parameter is the magnetic field794

state, either a magnetically arrested disk (MAD) model795

(Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Ruzmaikin 1976; Igumenshchev796

et al. 2003; Narayan et al. 2003; Tchekhovskoy et al.797

2011) or standard and normal evolution (SANE) model798

(De Villiers et al. 2003; Gammie et al. 2003; Narayan799

et al. 2012; Sądowski et al. 2013). These describe mod-800

els in which the magnetic flux threading the horizon for801

a given accretion rate has saturated and become dy-802

namically important (MAD) or not (SANE). The sec-803

ond is the BH spin, which we denote as a∗ ∈ [−1, 1],804

where a negative sign indicates a retrograde disk with805

respect to the spin vector. Third is the inclination,806

which uniformly samples i ∈ [0◦, 180◦], instead of only807

i ∈ [0◦, 90◦] as probed in Paper V, because Faraday ro-808

tation and emission of circular polarization break the809

symmetry when polarization is considered. Our fourth810

parameter is Rhigh, which sets the asymptotic value of811

the ion-to-electron temperature ratio as plasma β → ∞812

(Mościbrodzka et al. 2016). Specifically,813

Ti

Te
= Rlow

1

1 + β2
+Rhigh

β2

1 + β2
, (8)814

where Ti and Te are the ion and electron temperatures815

respectively. While the potential importance of elec-816

tron cooling for M87∗ motivated models with cooler elec-817

trons, Rlow = 10, here we only consider Rlow = 1 due818

to the much smaller Eddington ratio of Sgr A∗. Finally,819

our fifth parameter is the magnetic field polarity with re-820

spect to the angular momentum vector of the disk, either821

aligned or reversed, which affects the direction of Fara-822

day rotation and the handedness of circularly polarized823

emission. This last degree of freedom only matters for824

polarized radiative transfer and was ignored in Paper V.825

We produce a library of images for each combination of826

these parameters, tabulated in Table 3.827

We retain the use of multiple codes to assess numerical828

systematic differences. For scoring, we generate libraries829

spanning 15, 000 tg (tg ≡ rg/c) equivalent to about 10830

8-hour nights of observation for the parameter combi-831

nations listed in Table 3 using two code combinations:832

KHARMA4 (Prather et al. 2021) + IPOLE5 (Mości-833

brodzka & Gammie 2018) and BHAC6 (Porth et al. 2017;834

4 https://github.com/AFD-Illinois/kharma
5 https://github.com/moscibrodzka/ipole
6 https://bhac.science
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Setup GRMHD GRRT a∗ Mode Γad tfinal rout Resolution

torus KHARMA ipole 0, ±0.5, ±0.94 MAD/SANE 4
3
/ 4
3

50,000 1,000 288× 128× 128

torus BHAC raptor 0, ±0.5, ±0.94 MAD/SANE 4
3
/ 4
3

30,000 3,333 512× 192× 192

torus H-AMR ipole 0, ±0.5, ±0.94 MAD/SANE 13
9
/ 5
3

35,000 1,000/200 348/240× 192× 192

Table 2. Summary of the Sgr A∗ GRMHD simulation library used in this work. The last column is N1 ×N2 ×N3,
with coordinate x1 monotonic in radius, x2 monotonic in colatitude θ, and x3 proportional to longitude ϕ. Times are
given in units of tg and radii in units of rg. Different settings may be adopted for MAD models compared to SANE
ones, as denoted by a /.

Olivares et al. 2019a) + RAPTOR7 (Bronzwaer et al.835

2018, 2020), where the first and second code in each pair836

corresponds to GRMHD and GRRT respectively. As a837

further consistency check, a third set is generated with838

H-AMR8 (Liska et al. 2022) + IPOLE for a subset of pa-839

rameter space (only i ≤ 90◦, aligned fields, and 5, 000 tg)840

that we do not use for scoring.841

Each simulation is initialized with a torus of gas in842

constant-angular-momentum hydrodynamic equilibrium843

(Fishbone & Moncrief 1976). These tori are perturbed844

with a weak, poloidal magnetic field. The simulations845

vary in their initial radius of maximum pressure (from846

∼ 15 rg to 40 rg) and adiabatic index, Γad. Codes dif-847

fer in their choice of Γad because Γad = 4/3 applies to848

a fluid of relativistic electrons and Γad = 5/3 applies849

to a fluid of non-relativistic ions, but only one fluid is850

evolved in these models. Depending on the torus size851

and initial magnetic field configuration, the simulations852

develop into a MAD or SANE state (see e.g., Wong et al.853

2022).854

Parameter Values

Magnetic Field State MAD, SANE
a∗ -0.94, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.94
i [◦] 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150, 170
Rhigh 1, 10, 40, 160
Magnetic Field Polarity Aligned, Reversed

Table 3. Summary of parameters sampled by our GRMHD
libraries. We coarsely sample a 5-dimensional parameter
space. For each combination of parameters and for each of
the KHARMA and BHAC codes, we ray-trace the equivalent
of 10 nights of observations.

In Figure 5, we plot a selection of time-averaged855

GRMHD snapshots from our library, blurred to EHT856

resolution using a Gaussian convolution kernel with a857

7 https://github.com/jordydavelaar/raptor
8 https://www.matthewliska.com/home-1/project-four-zng9g-

rd5bb

FWHM of 20 µas. In the left panel of each set we plot858

total intensity in gray-scale and the resolved linear po-859

larization as colored ticks. In the right panel of each860

set, we plot the circular polarization from blue to red861

with total intensity contours. Each panel is individu-862

ally normalized such that the color maps span from 0863

to the max(I) on the left, and ±max(|V|) on the right.864

Each of these models is a MAD a∗ = 0.94 Rhigh = 40865

aligned field simulation, computed with different codes866

as indicated above.867

The codes exhibit agreement in terms of total inten-868

sity and polarized morphology, but differ somewhat in869

the degree of polarization. As the inclination grows,870

the total intensity image becomes more asymmetric due871

to Doppler beaming (e.g., Falcke et al. 2000; Medeiros872

et al. 2022; Paper V). The same holds true for the po-873

larization, which is further affected by a Faraday depo-874

larization gradient (see Section A.3). The magnetic field875

geometry as sampled by deflected light rays is encoded876

in the image of circular polarization. In particular, edge-877

on images in circular polarization exhibit sign inversions878

along both a horizontal and vertical axis due to flips in879

the line-of-sight magnetic field direction, and this signal880

disappears as the viewing angle decreases (Ricarte et al.881

2021; Tsunetoe et al. 2021).882

5. GRMHD MODEL SCORING883

We introduce a novel methodology to score each of our884

GRMHD models using the 8 polarimetric constraints in885

Table 1. Our new scoring scheme acts on time-averaged886

GRMHD images and attempts to accommodate varia-887

tions between codes. Note that we only include quanti-888

ties inferred from our polarimetric images in these con-889

straints, but we will discuss comparisons with total in-890

tensity and multi-frequency constraints derived in (Pa-891

per V).892

• First, each model time series of images is split into893

10 windows, each with 1500 M duration. Within894

each window, we produce a time-averaged image895

by averaging each of the Stokes parameters. Then,896

we blur the average image with a Gaussian kernel897

with a FWHM of 20 µas and compute each of the898

8 observables for scoring.899
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Figure 5. Gallery of example time averaged simulations in our library. Each panel displays a time-averaged and blurred (with
a 20 µas FWHM Gaussian kernel) MAD a∗ = 0.94 Rhigh = 40 aligned models at three different inclinations. The first panel of
each set displays total intensity and linear polarization, while the second panel of each set displays total intensity and circular
polarization. Tick lengths scale the total polarized flux density in a given pixel, while their colors scale with the polarization
fraction. H-AMR models are ray-traced only for a subset of models for comparison and are not used for scoring.

• For each combination of parameters, we combine900

the values of the observables predicted by the901

KHARMA and BHAC codes. Since there are 10902

windows and 2 sets of codes, this results in 20 dif-903

ferent samples. From these values, we compute904

the 90% quantiles9 of each observable to capture905

the time variability.906

• A model passes an individual observational con-907

straint if there is overlap between its 90% quan-908

tile region and that of the observations. A model909

passes a set of observational constraints if it passes910

all of the constraints in the set simultaneously.911

The most important differences compared to the scor-912

ing system utilized in Paper V are that this new system913

operates on time-averaged images and combines the re-914

sults from multiple codes into a single theoretical range.915

We tested performing scoring using only one simulation916

set at a time. Since KHARMA model electron temper-917

atures are assigned systematically hotter than those of918

9 For ∠β2, to evade problems with phase wrapping, we translate
angles into unit vectors in the complex plane centered at 0 before
computing 90% quantiles, then translate back. If the magnitude
of the mean of these unit vectors is less than 0.05, we set the lower
and upper ranges of ∠β2 to -180 and 180 degrees, respectively.
This occurs predominantly when a model is so depolarized that
its ∠β2 is approximately uniformly distributed.

the BHAC models (see Appendix H), KHARMA passes919

models with larger Rhigh. There is more disagreement920

between the codes for SANE models than for MAD mod-921

els. The constraints with the most disagreement be-922

tween the two codes are ∠β2, |β2|/|β1|, and mnet, with923

the KHARMA simulations ruling out more SANE mod-924

els than the BHAC simulations in each case.925

Each of the observational constraints has known con-926

nections with the underlying physics. For brevity, we927

defer a pedagogical exploration of how each of our free928

parameters is imprinted onto the observables to Ap-929

pendix A. We study how each individual constraint930

affects model selection in Appendix B. Here, we sum-931

marize the highest level scoring results, first excluding932

∠β2, then including ∠β2 either as observed or after per-933

forming RM derotation.934

5.1. Constraints Independent of RM935

In Figure 6, we plot a pass/fail table combining all936

polarimetric constraints, with the exception of ∠β2.937

These plots combine both polarities of the magnetic938

field, showing a pass as long as either polarity passes.939

These tables are slightly but not systematically differ-940

ent as a function of magnetic field polarity.941

We find that the tight constraint on ⟨|m|⟩ (24-28%) is942

the most powerful, driving most of the trends shown in943

this figure. It is much more constraining on parameter944

space than mnet, for which a much larger range (2.0-945
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Figure 6. Combined polarimetric constraints on the GRMHD model library excluding ∠β2. Orange models fail, green models
pass at both the given and its supplementary angle, and blue regions only pass with the given or supplementary angle as
indicated. SANE models are plotted on the top half, and MAD models are plotted on the bottom. Different columns correspond
to different spins from -0.94 to 0.94. Within each wedge, the radial direction corresponds to Rhigh and the azimuthal direction
corresponds to observer inclination.

7.3%) is allowed. The |β2| constraint rules out a few ad-946

ditional typically edge-on models, but does not provide947

too much more additional constraining power because948

⟨|m|⟩ and |β2| are correlated. Without ∠β2, Figure 6949

reveals no significant preference between i > 90◦ and950

i < 90◦ models.951

While our total intensity constraints generally favored952

larger values of Rhigh (due largely to multi-wavelength953

constraints; Paper V), our polarimetric constraints usu-954

ally prefer more moderate values. This is because larger955

values of Rhigh usually lead to larger internal Faraday956

rotation depths (see Section A.4), which is the most im-957

portant physical driver of depolarization in our mod-958

els. However, an interesting trend with respect to spin959

allows one of the best bet models of Paper V to con-960

tinue to pass with Rhigh = 160. This is the MAD961

a∗ = 0.94 Rhigh = 160 i = 30◦/150◦ model. MAD mod-962

els with larger spin have smaller Faraday rotation depths963

(see Appendix H), allowing them to pass the ⟨|m|⟩ con-964

straint for larger values of Rhigh. We refer readers to965

Appendix B for a more detailed breakdown of each con-966

straint considered individually.967

5.2. Constraints Including ∠β2 Without RM968

Derotation969

First, we discuss the ∠β2 constraint if RM derotation970

is not performed. It is possible that the RM may be971

attributed entirely to Faraday rotation captured within972

our simulation domain. GRMHD models are capable of973

producing the correct magnitude of RM from Faraday974

rotation on event horizon scales, but tend to produce975

RM sign flips that are not consistent with decades of976

Sgr A∗ observations that produce negative values of the977

RM (Ricarte et al. 2020; M87∗ Paper VII; Wielgus et al.978

2023). However, it is possible that this problem is re-979

lated to the excess variability in our models identified in980

Paper V. We further discuss the uncertainties surround-981

ing our interpretation of the RM in Appendix C.982

If one attributes the RM entirely to internal Faraday983

rotation, then our constraint on ∠β2 spans the interval984

(125◦, 160◦). Adding this constraint to Figure 6 results985

in Figure 7. A selection for i < 90◦ arises because the986

handedness of the polarization spiral is opposite that987

of the magnetic field, which inherits the handedness of988

the inflowing and emitting gas (see Section 3.3 and Sec-989

tion A.3). This corresponds to counter-clockwise mo-990

tion, which disagrees with hot-spot interpretations of991

polarized flares both in the NIR (GRAVITY Collabora-992

tion et al. 2018, 2020a,b), and in the sub-mm (Wielgus993

et al. 2022a; Vos et al. 2022). That is, consistency with994

clockwise motion would require −180◦ < ∠β2 < 0◦ if we995

assume that ∠β2 traces magnetic field lines with out-996

going Poynting flux (Chael et al. 2023), which does not997

agree with the linearly polarized morphology as observed998

on the sky.999
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Figure 7. As in Figure 6 but including the constraint on the phase of β2 without RM derotation. Only models with counter-
clockwise motion (i < 90◦) pass. There is no model that passes all polarimetric and total intensity constraints utilized in
Paper V.

Without RM derotation, no model can simultaneously1000

pass all total intensity and polarimetric constraints.1001

This is because the a∗ = 0.94 best bet model of Pa-1002

per V produces an EVPA pattern that is too radial (see1003

Section A.2). All models that pass our polarization con-1004

straints in Figure 7 fail multiple constraints on the total1005

intensity. In particular, all eight models shown in Fig-1006

ure 7 produce too much flux in the infrared to match1007

observations, and all but the SANE model at a∗ = 0.941008

overproduce the X-ray flux (Paper V). Both of these are1009

serious failures, as both the IR and X-ray fluxes esti-1010

mated by our models are lower limits due to our lack1011

of non-thermal electrons and small simulation domain1012

relative to the X-ray emitting area. Five of the models1013

additionally fail to match the observed size and flux of1014

the source at 86 GHz (Issaoun et al. 2019). All of these1015

models also fail at least one total intensity structural1016

constraint (m-ring and visibility amplitude morphology1017

tests in Paper V). In conclusion, we cannot find a con-1018

cordance model of Sgr A∗ without RM derotation.1019

5.3. Constraints Including ∠β2 With RM Derotation1020

Alternatively, in this section we interpret the mean1021

RM as an external Faraday screen, motivating derota-1022

tion. As discussed in Section 2, ∠β2 depends on twice1023

the RM, for which a mean value of ⟨RM⟩ = −4.65+1.25
−1.18×1024

105 rad m−2 has been obtained. This potentially re-1025

sults in a shift in ∠β2 of 2⟨RM⟩λ2 = −92.0+24.7
−23.4 deg1026

if this RM is interpreted an external Faraday screen.1027

In this picture, a relatively stable external screen ex-1028

plains the constant sign of RM that has been observed1029

for decades (nevertheless with variation on the order1030

of ∼105 rad m−2). Then, an additional component1031

on event horizon scales, which is already included self-1032

consistently in our models, explains the sub-hour time-1033

variability.1034

If one attributes the mean RM of a given day entirely1035

to an external screen, then our constraint on ∠β2 spans1036

(-168◦, -85◦). Adding this constraint to Figure 6 results1037

in Figure 8. Performing this cut requires inclination1038

angles > 90◦, corresponding to clockwise motion on the1039

sky, which now agrees with the aforementioned models1040

of polarized NIR and sub-mm flares.1041

With RM derotation, one of the best bet models from1042

our total intensity analysis passes all applied total in-1043

tensity and polarimetric constraints. This is the MAD1044

a∗ = 0.94 Rhigh = 160 i = 150◦ aligned model. The sec-1045

ond best bet model from Paper V had a∗ = 0.5 and oth-1046

erwise identical parameters. This second model passes1047

all constraints except ⟨|m|⟩ which it underproduces by1048

∼3%. In order for the a∗ = 0.94 best bet model to1049

pass, at least 97% of the measured RM must arise from1050

an external screen. Notably, the best bet model fails if1051

the smaller RM measured at 86 GHz a few days prior,1052

−2.14 ± 0.51 × 105 rad m−2 (Wielgus et al. 2023), is1053

instead interpreted as the external screen.1054

In Figure 9, we visualize the best bet model (BHAC1055

shown) that survives with RM derotation. In the left1056

two columns, we plot its full polarimetric image in the1057

style of Figure 5. No blurring is applied in the left-1058
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Figure 8. As in Figure 6 but including the constraint on the phase of β2 with RM derotation. Only models with clockwise
motion (i > 90◦) pass. A best bet model from Paper V passes all total intensity and polarimetric constraints: MAD a∗ = 0.94

Rhigh = 160 i = 150◦ aligned.

most column, and a 20 µas FWHM Gaussian kernel is1059

convolved with the image in the second column to ap-1060

proximate EHT resolution. This model features a bright1061

photon ring, and in our image without blurring, we omit1062

total intensity contours from the circular polarization1063

map to reveal a photon ring sign inversion, (discussed1064

in Mościbrodzka et al. 2021; Ricarte et al. 2021).1065

On the right, we produce a map of the density of the1066

observed emission in the equivalent KHARMA simula-1067

tion (using Kerr-Schild coordinates). The emission den-1068

sity map is normalized such that its peak value is unity,1069

and it is visualized in logarithmic scale with 3 orders1070

of magnitude in dynamic range. Our line of sight is1071

indicated by the green arrow, and a white contour en-1072

closes the 90% of the total emission. This reveals that1073

while the emission is peaked at small radius near the1074

disk mid-plane, a substantial fraction of the emission1075

originates from a more diffuse jet funnel region. Com-1076

puting an emission-weighted characteristic emission ra-1077

dius x̄ ≡
∫
xϵdV/

∫
ϵdV , where ϵ is the emission density1078

and x is the radius in cylindrical coordinates, we find1079

x̄ = 7.3. We note that our choices to include only ther-1080

mal electron distribution functions and cut out regions1081

with σ > 1 in this work minimize the potential contri-1082

bution of a jet to the total emission (e.g., Figure 12 of1083

Fromm et al. 2022). A significant jet component may be1084

necessary to reproduce the flat spectral index at these1085

frequencies (Falcke et al. 1993; Falcke & Markoff 2000;1086

Mościbrodzka & Falcke 2013).1087

At a radius of 7.3 rg, we compute a mass-weighted av-1088

erage magnetic field strength of 26+3
−4 G, where the range1089

quoted here corresponds to the 16th to 84th percentile1090

values obtained in the time series. This value agrees rea-1091

sonably well with the one-zone model discussed in 3.1,1092

although we note that this value evolves substantially1093

with radius, reaching 67+8
−9 G at a radius of 4 rg, and1094

560+80
−80 G at the horizon.1095

This model produces an outflow power of 4 ×1096

1038 erg s−1 and has an accretion rate of 5 ×1097

10−9 M⊙ yr−1. This model has a very large jet effi-1098

ciency of approximately 150% powered by the Blandford1099

& Znajek (1977) mechanism. Yet despite its efficiently,1100

the jet’s power is not high enough to expect global effects1101

on the evolution of our Galaxy (e.g., Su et al. 2021).1102

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION1103

The first polarized image of Sgr A∗ on event horizon1104

scales exhibits a high resolved polarization fraction of1105

24-28 % and an ordered, rotationally symmetric EVPA1106

pattern. Through semi-analytic arguments and compar-1107

isons to GRMHD simulations, we come to the following1108

conclusions:1109

• The large resolved polarization fraction implies1110

that the magnetic field on event horizon scales can-1111

not be very tangled on scales smaller than beam,1112

nor can Faraday rotation add too much additional1113

disorder to the EVPA structure. The disparity1114

between the spatially resolved (24-28 %) and un-1115
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Figure 9. The best bet model of Sgr A∗: MAD a∗ = 0.94 Rhigh = 160 i = 150◦ aligned. In the left two columns, we plot its
simulated image in the style of Figure 5. Images in the first column are unblurred, and images in the second column are blurred
with a Gaussian with a FWHM of 20 µas, approximating EHT resolution. In the right panel, we provide a map of the emission
in this model. The white contour encloses 90% of the total emission, the dashed white circle demarcates the horizon, and the
green arrow indicates our viewing angle. While the emission peaks close to the BH in the mid-plane, a significant fraction of
emission originates from a more diffuse region, including the jet sheath.

resolved (2.0-7.3 %) linear polarization fractions1116

can be attributed to cancellations due to the sym-1117

metric nature of the image.1118

• Driven mostly by the spatially resolved polar-1119

ization fraction, our constraints strongly favor1120

MAD models over their SANE counterparts, as1121

in M87∗ Paper VIII.1122

• If we rely on internal Faraday rotation to produce1123

the observed RM and do not perform derotation,1124

then there is no model that passes all total inten-1125

sity and polarimetric constraints.1126

• On the other hand, if we assume that the RM can1127

be attributed to an external screen and derotate1128

the EVPA pattern, then we find one model that1129

passes all applied total intensity and polarimetric1130

constraints: MAD a∗ = 0.94 Rhigh = 160 i = 150◦1131

aligned.1132

While our ideal GRMHD simulations containing only1133

thermal electron distributions have done remarkably1134

well at reproducing many of the observed quantities of1135

Sgr A∗, they nevertheless have many known imperfec-1136

tions. Most of these models over-estimate time vari-1137

ability, including the best bet model (Paper V), and we1138

caution that the values inferred from our best-bet model1139

should not be interpreted as measurements. Known ar-1140

eas where these simulations can be improved include the1141

following:1142

• Initial Conditions: All of our simulations are1143

initialized with tori that are either perfectly1144

aligned or anti-aligned with the BH angular mo-1145

mentum axis. Simulations feeding the BH via stel-1146

lar winds have different variability characteristics1147

(Murchikova et al. 2022) and can self-consistently1148

predict an external Faraday screen (Ressler et al.1149

2019, 2023). Tilted disk models (e.g., Fragile et al.1150

2007; Liska et al. 2018; Chatterjee et al. 2020) may1151

lead to different Faraday rotation characteristics1152

due to their geometry at large radii.1153

• Electron Thermodynamics: The Mości-1154

brodzka et al. (2016) prescription that we adopt1155

to set the electron temperature broadly captures1156

the trends seen in kinetic simulations that explic-1157

itly model heating and cooling (e.g., Chael et al.1158

2018; Dexter et al. 2020; Mizuno et al. 2021; Di-1159

hingia et al. 2023), but does not reproduce them in1160

much detail. More generally, a non-thermal con-1161

tribution to the electron distribution function is1162

believed to be necessary to reproduce the spectral1163

energy distribution (Özel et al. 2000; Markoff et al.1164
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2001; Davelaar et al. 2018), and is naturally pre-1165

dicted by particle-in-cell simulations (Kunz et al.1166

2016; Ball et al. 2018). Non-thermal electron dis-1167

tribution functions can have significant impacts on1168

both total intensity and polarized properties (e.g.,1169

Markoff et al. 2001; Mao et al. 2017; Davelaar et al.1170

2018; Fromm et al. 2022; Cruz-Osorio et al. 2022;1171

Paper V) and are a promising avenue to continue1172

theoretical exploration.1173

• Plasma Composition: Wong & Gammie (2022)1174

demonstrate that models fed by helium rather1175

than hydrogen may have substantially different1176

emission morphologies, tending towards higher1177

temperatures and lower densities and thus higher1178

polarization fractions. Meanwhile, the presence of1179

electron-positron pairs can significantly alter Fara-1180

day effects, leading to potential signatures both in1181

linear and circular polarization that have not been1182

fully explored (Anantua et al. 2020; Emami et al.1183

2021; Emami et al. 2023b; M87∗ Paper IX).1184

Several ongoing developments within the EHT will be1185

impactful for testing our present interpretation, espe-1186

cially explorations in time and frequency. An effort is1187

ongoing to produce dynamical movies of Sgr A∗, de-1188

spite the challenges of very sparse snapshot (u, v) cov-1189

erage (Tiede et al. 2020; Farah et al. 2022; Levis et al.1190

2023). Measurements of the apparent angular velocity1191

or potentially the motion of hotspots will provide addi-1192

tional constraints on spin and inclination (Wielgus et al.1193

2022a; Conroy et al. 2023). The dynamic reconstruction1194

and geometric modeling of these data by Knollmüller1195

et al. (2023) are consistent with the inferred inclination1196

and clockwise motion of our best bet model. On longer1197

timescales (of years), it will be important to obtain av-1198

erages of quantities such as ∠β2, which varies little in1199

our models due to its tight link with black hole spin.1200

In the frequency domain, future EHT datasets will in-1201

clude 345 GHz data. The wavelength-dependence of the1202

scattering screen towards the Galactic center inhibits1203

imaging of Sgr A∗ at lower frequencies below 86 GHz1204

(Johnson et al. 2018; Issaoun et al. 2019, 2021). On its1205

own, a 345 GHz polarized image would already strongly1206

mitigate one of our largest systematic uncertainties, the1207

rotation measure; the total EVPA rotation would de-1208

crease by a factor of 2 as it is proportional to ν−2.1209

These images will also be intrinsically higher resolution1210

by a factor of 50%. Simultaneous dual-band observa-1211

tions could enable the production of rotation measure1212

maps, which would be our best tool for characterizing1213

the Faraday screen and disambiguating our approach to1214

derotation. If the RM truly originates from an external1215

Faraday screen and the emission origin does not signif-1216

icantly change, then at 345 GHz, we should observe a1217

spatially uniform EVPA rotation of ∼20◦ clockwise rel-1218

ative to our 230 GHz image (roughly halfway between1219

the top two rows in Figure 1). Meanwhile, RM due to1220

internal Faraday rotation may exhibit more spatial vari-1221

ation and potentially sign flips due to turbulence in the1222

inner accretion flow (Ricarte et al. 2020).1223

Given the vastness of parameter and modeling space1224

available to theoretical interpretation, we expect the po-1225

larized image of Sgr A∗ to continue to constrain models1226

for many studies to come. This growing EHT dataset1227

will continue to challenge theoretical models and pro-1228

vide insights into the nature of black holes, accretion,1229

and plasma physics.1230
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Software: eht-imaging (Chael et al. 2016), Numpy1231

(Harris et al. 2020), Scipy (Jones et al. 2001), Pandas1232

(McKinney 2010), Astropy (The Astropy Collaboration1233

et al. 2013, 2018), Jupyter (Kluyver et al. 2016), Mat-1234

plotlib (Hunter 2007), Themis (Broderick et al. 2020),1235

ipole (Noble et al. 2007; Mościbrodzka & Gammie1236

2018), KHARMA (Prather et al. 2021), BHAC (Porth1237

et al. 2017; Olivares et al. 2019b), H-AMR (Liska et al.1238

2022), RAPTOR (Bronzwaer et al. 2018, 2020), KerrBAM1239

(Palumbo et al. 2022)1240
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APPENDIX1548

A. KEY TRENDS: BRIDGING THEORY AND1549

OBSERVATIONS1550

Using our GRMHD models, we explore a 5-1551

dimensional parameter space, constrained by 8 observ-1552

able aspects of the polarized image that we believe are1553

tied to the models in physically understood ways. Be-1554

low, we highlight the most salient trends in our simu-1555

lated image library to explain their physical origins. We1556

focus on illustrative examples in this section, but pro-1557

vide exhaustive distributions of observables calculated1558

from our GRMHD models in Appendix H.1559

A.1. Magnetic Field State1560

By construction, SANE models have weaker magnetic1561

fields near the horizon than their MAD counterparts1562

at a given accretion rate. As a result, once the fluid1563
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is rescaled to reproduce the observed millimeter flux,1564

SANE models usually have larger mass densities. This1565

translates directly to a larger Faraday rotation depth,1566

which is directly implicated for scrambling/depolarizing1567

EHT model images (Mościbrodzka et al. 2017; Jiménez-1568

Rosales & Dexter 2018; Ricarte et al. 2020; M87∗ Pa-1569

per IX). Our SANE models are also colder (Paper V),1570

which further increases the efficiency of Faraday rotation1571

(Jones & O’Dell 1977; Quataert & Gruzinov 2000).1572

In Figure 10, we explore the differences between our1573

MAD and SANE models with fixed a∗ = 0.5 Rhigh = 401574

i = 50◦ and aligned fields. In the upper panels, we plot1575

the time-averaged KHARMA images in total intensity1576

and linear polarization, blurred to a resolution of 20 µas.1577

In the bottom panels, we compare differences in resolved1578

linear and circular polarization fraction, Faraday rota-1579

tion depth, and β2. In these and the following plots1580

in this section, we display theoretical error ranges that1581

are calculated based on differences between codes, time-1582

variability, and nearest-neighbors in parameter space.1583

The details of how these theoretical error bars are cal-1584

culated are provided in Section 5.1585

Here, we see that the SANE model has much lower1586

linear polarization fraction (⟨|m|⟩ and |β2|), which can1587

be attributed to a much larger Faraday depth (⟨τρV
⟩).101588

Much larger Faraday depths in SANE models than their1589

equivalent MADs drive most of the differences between1590

these two classes of models. SANE models can also1591

produce larger circular polarization (⟨|v|⟩) due to Fara-1592

day conversion (M87∗ Paper IX). Palumbo et al. (2020)1593

showed that |β2| is a strong discriminant between MAD1594

and SANE models of M87∗. As expected, |β2| is signif-1595

icantly larger for the MAD model than for the SANE.1596

Interestingly, while SANE models of M87∗ usually ex-1597

hibit ∠β2 ∼ 0, corresponding to radial EVPA patterns,1598

the EVPA pattern in this SANE model acquires some1599

twist due to a tilted forward-jet that we view in projec-1600

tion (top left side).1601

A.2. Spin1602

The BH spin is a particularly interesting quantity to1603

constrain due to implications for its cosmic assembly and1604

feedback processes. A number of EHT-related studies1605

have recently explored signatures of spin, and resolved1606

linear polarization structure has been shown to be one1607

of the most promising and accessible probes (Palumbo1608

et al. 2020; Emami et al. 2023a; Qiu et al. 2023; Ricarte1609

et al. 2023; Chael et al. 2023).1610

In Figure 11, we plot the phase and amplitude of β2 as1611

a function of spin for the subset of the MAD Rhigh = 101612

i = 30/150◦ reversed models. The outer accretion disk1613

10 Faraday rotation depth is obtained by integrating the radiative
transfer coefficient of Faraday rotation, ρV , along each geodesic,
then performing an intensity-weighted average across the image
(see e.g., M87∗ Paper VIII).

rotates counter-clockwise on the sky for i = 30◦ and1614

clockwise on the sky for i = 150◦, which is reflected by1615

the sign of ∠β2 (or rather, the sign of its imaginary com-1616

ponent). As discussed in Section 3.3, ∠β2 evolves with1617

spin due to frame dragging, which results in changes1618

in the magnetic field and velocity structure (Palumbo1619

et al. 2020; Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration et al.1620

2021b; Ricarte et al. 2022; Emami et al. 2023a; Qiu1621

et al. 2023; Chael et al. 2023). The most highly spin-1622

ning prograde models acquire a strong azimuthal mag-1623

netic field component, resulting in more radial EVPA1624

patterns (∠β2 closer to 0◦). Finally, |β2| is stronger for1625

symmetric and ordered progrades than for their messier1626

retrograde counterparts (see also Qiu et al. 2023).1627

A.3. Inclination1628

The inclination of Sgr A* is of particular interest be-1629

cause its polarized flaring activity can be interpreted1630

with a polarized hotspot model that favors a relatively1631

face-on viewing angle (GRAVITY Collaboration et al.1632

2020a,b; Wielgus et al. 2022a). In addition, it is of in-1633

terest whether or not the accretion disk or black hole1634

angular momentum axes align with any structure in its1635

environment.1636

Inclination is imprinted on the polarized image in a1637

variety of ways, and we plot most of our polarimetric1638

observables as a function of inclination in Figure 12.1639

Here, MAD a∗=0.94, Rhigh=10 models are considered.1640

These models produce rotationally symmetric images1641

when viewed face-on, and thus cancellation leads to op-1642

posite behavior of mnet and ⟨|m|⟩, the latter of which1643

decreases with inclination due to Faraday depolariza-1644

tion. Intuitively, |β2|, the amplitude of the rotationally1645

invariant mode, is strongest for face-on viewing angles1646

and weakest for edge-on viewing angles. Meanwhile, the1647

asymmetric β1 mode has the largest amplitude for inter-1648

mediate inclinations. The handedness of the linear po-1649

larization spiral is directly encoded in sign(Im(β2)), and1650

thus we see that ∠β2 > 0◦ for i < 90◦ and ∠β2 < 0◦1651

for i > 90◦. Finally, vnet is sensitive to whether the1652

poloidal field is pointed towards us or away from us,1653

but note that it is not perfectly anti-symmetric about1654

i = 90◦ due to contributions from Faraday conversion1655

(Ricarte et al. 2021).1656

A.4. Rhigh (Electron Temperature)1657

As described in Section 4, Rhigh sets the ratio of1658

ion-to-electron temperature as plasma β → ∞ (Moś-1659

cibrodzka et al. 2016). Increasing Rhigh while fixing all1660

other parameters makes the electrons of a given model1661

cooler and less efficient emitters. Thus, models with1662

larger Rhigh tend to have larger values of M when1663

rescaled to achieve the same target flux. As a result,1664

increasing Rhigh indirectly increases the Faraday rota-1665

tion depth (Mościbrodzka et al. 2017; Jiménez-Rosales1666

& Dexter 2018; Ricarte et al. 2020; M87∗ Paper VIII).1667

Increasing Rhigh also shifts emission away from the mid-1668
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Figure 10. Comparison of the MAD and SANE a∗ = 0.5 Rhigh = 40 i = 50◦ aligned models (KHARMA images plotted). As in
Figure 5, the length of the ticks scale with the polarized flux in each pixel, normalized for each model individually. A selection of
polarimetric observables are shown with theoretical error bars, along with our observational constraints in gray. The constraint
on ∠β2 prior to RM derotation is shown with a hatched band instead of a filled band. With other parameters held fixed, SANE
models typically have lower resolved linear polarization due to higher Faraday depths and can sometimes reach large values of
circular polarization. Large Faraday depths in SANEs result in lower values of ⟨|m|⟩ and |β2|.

plane and concentrates it towards the jet funnel region1669

(Paper V; Wong et al. 2022). This effect is much weaker1670

for MADs than for SANEs, since MAD models intrinsi-1671

cally have smaller plasma β on horizon scales.1672

In Figure 13, we plot time-averaged BHAC MAD a∗ =1673

0.5 i = 130◦ aligned field models as a function of Rhigh,1674

as well as several of their linear polarization observables.1675

Increasing Faraday depolarization explains the declines1676

in ⟨|m|⟩ and |β2| with Rhigh. The polarization grows1677

more asymmetric as Rhigh increases, because at this in-1678

clination, the Faraday thick mid-plane is at the top half1679

of the image. This, combined with increased Faraday1680

rotation that slightly turns ticks clockwise11, leads to1681

a shift in ∠β2. In addition, |β2|/|β1| decreases as the1682

polarization grows more asymmetric.1683

A.5. Magnetic Field Polarity1684

In ideal GRMHD, the equations governing the evolu-1685

tion of a magnetized fluid are invariant to a sign flip of1686

11 For an aligned field model with i > 90◦, the poloidal field is
pointed away from us, leading to a systematic clockwise shift.

the magnetic field direction. However, the equations of1687

GRRT are not, leading to potential polarimetric signa-1688

tures of the poloidal field direction. When performing1689

radiative transfer, jV (intrinsic circular polarization of1690

emitted radiation) and ρV (Faraday rotation) are each1691

sensitive to the direction of the field with respect to the1692

photon wave-vector. The historically negative Stokes V1693

of Sgr A∗ is suggestive of a magnetic field oriented away1694

from us. However, M87∗ Paper IX discusses how flipping1695

the magnetic field direction can have non-trivial effects1696

on the circularly polarized image (beyond a simple sign1697

flip) as well as noticeable effects on ∠β2 due to Faraday1698

effects (see also Ricarte et al. 2021; Emami et al. 2023a).1699

In Figure 14, we highlight the differences between1700

aligned and reversed field models for the time-averaged1701

KHARMA MAD a∗ = 0.5 Rhigh = 160 i = 130◦ models.1702

Each model is blurred with a 20 µas FWHM Gaussian1703

beam shown in total intensity and linear polarization1704

ticks on the left, and circular polarization and total in-1705

tensity contours on the right. We write ∠β2 and vnet1706

for each model on the bottom left corner, revealing sig-1707

nificant and unpredictable differences, motivating inde-1708
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Figure 11. Rotationally symmetric linear polarization structure as a function of spin, encapsulated in the phase and amplitude
of β2. For this plot, MAD Rhigh = 10 i = 30/150◦ reversed models are included, with either i = 30◦ in blue or i = 150◦ in red.
Our observational constraints are shown as gray bands, and the constraint prior to RM derotation is shown as a hatched region.
In this slice of parameter space, prograde models with spin values that are too large tend to produce polarization patterns that
are too azimuthally symmetric and radially oriented compared to our observations.
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Figure 12. A selection of polarimetric observables plotted as a function of inclination in a slice of our parameter space
corresponding to MAD a∗ = 0.94 Rhigh = 10 reversed models. In very ordered models such as this one, symmetry and
cancellation leads to the smallest net linear polarization fractions for face-on viewing angles at the same time that the resolved
linear polarization fraction is highest. In this model, ∠β2 encodes the direction of motion, and vnet encodes the direction of the
magnetic field with respect to the line of sight.
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Figure 13. Time-averaged images and a selection of polarimetric observables as a function of Rhigh, for the slice of our parameter
space corresponding to MAD a∗ = 0.5 i = 130◦ aligned models (BHAC images plotted). In this slice of parameter space, Faraday
rotation has a clear effect, since increasing Rhigh leads to smaller linear polarization fractions and correspondingly |β2|. At
this inclination, sight lines at the top of the image pass through the Faraday thick disk mid-plane, increasing the polarization
asymmetry as Rhigh increases, which is reflected in |β2|/|β1|. Both line-of-sight Faraday rotation and changing emission regions
lead to a trend in ∠β2.
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pendent ray-tracing for each magnetic field polarity. In1709

linear polarization, the difference comes from reversing1710

the direction that Faraday rotation shifts the EVPA pat-1711

tern. The magnitude of this effect is larger than that1712

reported in M87∗ Paper IX because M87∗ models are1713

oriented almost completely face-on, viewed through an1714

evacuated funnel (Ricarte et al. 2020). Models of Sgr A∗
1715

can accumulate larger Faraday rotation depths as radi-1716

ation passes through more of the disk at larger inclina-1717

tions. In circular polarization, this particular model is1718

mostly characterized by an overall sign-flip, but this is1719

not uniform across the image, leading to a small differ-1720

ence in vnet. This is because the coefficient of Faraday1721

conversion, which exchanges linear and circular polar-1722

ization, is invariant to a sign flip in the magnetic field1723

direction.1724

B. IMPACTS OF INDIVIDUAL OBSERVATIONAL1725

CONSTRAINTS1726

In Section 5, we included a limited selection of plots1727

reflecting which of our models passed each of the polari-1728

metric observational constraints on Sgr A∗. Here, we1729

break down the impact of each constraint individually.1730

In Figure 15, we plot the impact of our ⟨|m|⟩ con-1731

straint, which we find is the most important for model1732

selection. Compared to the other constraints, ⟨|m|⟩ is1733

measured relatively precisely and the two methods agree1734

very well. The Faraday rotation depth explains the1735

trends in this figure (see Appendix H). More Faraday1736

depolarization tends to occur if Rhigh is larger, if the1737

inclination is larger, or if the model is SANE. Of the1738

models that fail the ⟨|m|⟩ constraint, most are too de-1739

polarized, but some low Rhigh, high-spin, face-on mod-1740

els are ruled out for predicting values of ⟨|m|⟩ that are1741

too large. We find that ⟨|m|⟩ is much more constrain-1742

ing than mnet (Figure 16), which is measured much less1743

precisely. Recall that mnet is substantially lower (and1744

less consistent with the light curve) in the m-ring model1745

than Themis. We find that if the higher and tighter1746

mnet constraint from Themis had been adopted on its1747

own, then this would have ruled out many face-on mod-1748

els (explained in Section 3.3 and Section A.3), including1749

the a∗ = 0.94 best-bet model.1750

Our circular polarization constraints are not very im-1751

pactful. Our upper limit on ⟨|v|⟩ rules out no mod-1752

els (Figure 17), as all GRMHD models produce ⟨|v|⟩1753

lower than the upper limit (similar to M87∗ Paper IX).1754

Our constraint on vnet is also not very impactful (Fig-1755

ure 18), but while not visible with our plotting scheme, it1756

does rule out many retrograde models that have aligned1757

fields. These models produce preferentially positive vnet,1758

while decades of Sgr A∗ observations produce vnet < 0.1759

Our constraints on |β2| (Figure 20), |β1| (Figure 19),1760

and |β2|/|β1| (Figure 21) are impactful, but they are cor-1761

related with each other and ⟨|m|⟩. Compared to ⟨|m|⟩,1762

|β2| additionally rules out some i = 90◦ models. The1763

ratio |β2|/|β1| is not very constraining, as most models1764

naturally produce |β2| > |β1|, in agreement with the ob-1765

servations. While some methods in Paper VII produced1766

ratios up to ∼5, which would have pushed our selection1767

towards more face-on inclinations, the two methods re-1768

tained in this paper produced more modest values. In-1769

terestingly, a few face-on models are ruled out for being1770

too dominated by the rotationally symmetric mode.1771

Finally, we consider the effect of ∠β2 both with and1772

without RM derotation in Figure 22 and Figure 23 re-1773

spectively. In either case, models with preferentially ra-1774

dial EVPA patterns are most likely to fail, such as face-1775

on prograde MAD models (see Section A.2). With dero-1776

tation, this constraint produces a preference for clock-1777

wise motion on the sky (i > 90◦). Without derotation,1778

the opposite is true, and more models fail outright since1779

the constraint is tighter.1780

C. ROTATION MEASURE1781

The rotation measure (RM) of Sgr A∗ is a significant1782

systematic uncertainty in our work, affecting our inter-1783

pretation of ∠β2. The RM is defined1784

RM ≡ ∆χ

∆λ2
(C1)1785

where χ is the EVPA and λ is the wavelength. If the1786

EVPA of the polarized emission does not intrinsically1787

change with wavelength (due to i.e., optical depth), and1788

the polarized emission is situated entirely behind a Fara-1789

day screen that is uniform relative to the size of the1790

emitting region, then the RM is related to a path inte-1791

gral along the line of sight via1792

RM = 8.1×105 rad m−2

∫ observer

source

frel(Θe)
ne

1 cm−3

B||

G

ds

pc
,

(C2)1793

where ne is the electron number density, B|| is the lo-1794

cal magnetic field parallel to the photon wave-vector,1795

and frel(Θe) ≈ log(Θe)/(2Θ
2
e), a factor causing lower1796

efficiency as electrons become too relativistic (Jones &1797

O’Dell 1977). If the two assumptions above are correct,1798

then the “intrinsic” EVPA pattern can be easily recov-1799

ered by derotating the EVPA by RMλ2.1800

Sgr A∗ has exhibited a constant sign of RM for decades1801

(Bower et al. 2018), which supports the interpretation of1802

a stable external Faraday screen. GRMHD simulations1803

including RM from event horizon scales predict ubiqui-1804

tous sign flips on sub-hour timescales that are not ob-1805

served (Ricarte et al. 2020; Ressler et al. 2023; Wielgus1806

et al. 2023). On the other hand, Sgr A∗ exhibits non-λ2
1807

evolution of the EVPA when comparing the 86 GHz and1808

230 GHz bands. At 86 GHz, the RM on nearly simulta-1809

neous days to our observations is only −2×105 rad m−2
1810

compared to −5 × 105 rad m−2 at 230 GHz (Wielgus1811

et al. 2023). In addition to sub-hour time variability,1812

this suggests that at least some of the RM must also1813

come from internal Faraday rotation on event horizon1814

scales.1815
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Figure 14. Impact of reversing the polarity of the magnetic field on the time-averaged KHARMA MAD Rhigh = 160 a∗ = 0.5

i = 130◦ model. In radiative transfer, the handedness of Faraday rotation and intrinsic circularly polarized emission flip sign
when the magnetic field flipped. This can lead to changes in the morphologies of both linearly and circularly polarized images.

Figure 15. Individual impact of our ⟨|m|⟩ constraint on model selection. This tight constraint is our most informative, ruling
out models that are either overly or insufficiently Faraday depolarized.

Carefully predicting the RM directly for all of our1816

GRMHD simulations would increase the computational1817

cost by factors of a few (more than 2) with the software1818

utilized in this work. This is because ray-tracing must be1819

performed at different frequencies at non-uniform spac-1820

ings to resolve potential phase wrapping and non-λ2 be-1821

havior of the EVPA. Nevertheless, we check the RM for1822

a few snapshots of our models in Figure 24, where the1823

RM is estimated by ray-tracing at 213, 215, 227, and1824

229 GHz (emulating observations) and then fitting for1825

the slope RM = dχ/dλ2. MAD models are plotted in1826

the top row, and SANE models are plotted in the bot-1827

tom row. Three inclinations are shown, 30◦ in blue, 50◦1828

in orange, and 90◦ in grey. All models are at Rhigh = 401829

and in an aligned field configuration. Note that these1830

simulations only include material within 100 rg, but ab-1831

initio simulations of the accretion of Sgr A∗ from stellar1832

winds suggest that a steady Faraday screen could po-1833

tentially be situated at even larger radii (Ressler et al.1834

2019, 2023).1835

We find that most of our models naturally produce1836

|RM| ∼ 105 rad m−2 at at least one point in time, in1837

rough agreement with the observed value. The SANE1838

models, as well as the MADs at 90◦, tend towards larger1839

values, similar to models of M87∗ (Ricarte et al. 2020).1840

However, as in previous works, the RM flips sign in ev-1841
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Figure 16. Individual impact of our mnet constraint on model selection. This is less impactful than ⟨|m|⟩, mostly because the
allowed range is much larger.

Figure 17. Individual impact of our ⟨|v|⟩ constraint on model selection, which is treated as an upper limit. All models naturally
produce smaller resolved circular polarization fractions than this constraint.
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Figure 18. Individual impact of our vnet constraint on model selection. This is not very constraining, but does rule out models
that whose distributions of vnet are skewed towards positive values.

Figure 19. Individual impact of our |β1| constraint on model selection.
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Figure 20. Individual impact of our |β2| constraint on model selection. This observable is correlated with ⟨|m|⟩ and behaves
similarly.

Figure 21. Individual impact of our |β2|/|β1| constraint on model selection. This only rules out a few face-on models that are
too rotationally symmetric.
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Figure 22. Individual impact of our ∠β2 constraint with RM derotation. This constraint produces a preference for i > 90◦.

Figure 23. Individual impact of our ∠β2 constraint without RM derotation. Compared to Figure 22, fewer models pass and
there is now a preference for i < 90◦.
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ery model at least once. Interestingly, we find similar1842

order of magnitude values of RM if Faraday rotation is1843

explicitly switched off during ray-tracing (ρV = 0) in1844

some of these models. This suggests that evolving emis-1845

sion origin as a function of frequency may contribute to1846

the inferred RM and its variability.1847

Our findings in Figure 24 are broadly consistent with1848

an interpretation wherein the rapid time variability of1849

RM is caused by variability on event horizon scales, but1850

the stability of sign is maintained by an external Fara-1851

day screen along the line of sight, motivating derotation1852

of ∠β2. On the other hand, it may also be possible that1853

all of the RM originates from event horizon scales, and1854

our GRMHD models overpredict the variability in RM1855

in the same way that they overpredict variability in total1856

intensity (Paper V). To resolve this, 345 GHz imaging1857

of Sgr A∗ will be critical; 345 GHz is less affected by1858

Faraday rotation by a factor of (345/230)2 ≈ 2. In addi-1859

tion, rotation measure maps produced via simultaneous1860

multi-frequency imaging will help determine the nature1861

of the Faraday screen.1862

D. IMPACT OF OUTER INTEGRATION RADIUS1863

Although we are confident that most of the emis-1864

sion in our models originates close to the event horizon1865

(r ≲ 10 rg), Faraday rotation can originate at much1866

larger radius in our models, more so as the inclination1867

increases (Ricarte et al. 2020; Dexter et al. 2020). This1868

is especially problematic because material at these radii1869

may not have had enough time in the simulation to reach1870

equilibrium. This concern is more important for studies1871

of Sgr A∗ than for M87∗ because we view M87∗ at an1872

inclination of only 17◦ through an evacuated funnel.1873

We test the impact of the outer radiative transfer in-1874

tegration radius in Figure 25, where we ray-trace a few1875

KHARMA snapshots at a variety of radii ranging from1876

30 to 300 rg. We focus on ∠β2, which should be directly1877

affected by Faraday rotation on large scales. Both incli-1878

nations of 50◦ and 90◦ are considered, with Rhigh values1879

of both 10 and 160. Fortunately, we find that ∠β2 ap-1880

pears to have converged for most of these models before1881

100 rg, where we perform the ray-tracing in this paper.1882

We find that the models which do exhibit substantial1883

evolution with outer integration radius all produce ⟨|m|⟩1884

lower than observed. Note that SANE models at 90◦ in-1885

clinations with Rhigh = 160 are the most Faraday thick1886

models in our library. Models at i = 90 and/or high1887

Rhigh appear to have the most evolution with respect1888

to the integration radius. This is consistent with the1889

expectation that higher inclinations and higher Rhigh1890

values will increase the amount of Faraday rotation due1891

to more photons traveling through dense, cold, regions1892

in the GRMHD domain.1893

While ∠β2 appears to show evolution for some mod-1894

els, the other polarimetry metrics are well converged,1895

and show minimal change for all models across integra-1896

tion radius. However, although we have checked the1897

GRRT step, recall that our GRMHD models are only1898

converged within r ≲ 30 rg due to computational limi-1899

tations. Exploration with simulations that are valid to1900

larger radii that may produce an external Faraday screen1901

self-consistently (e.g., Ressler et al. 2023) would be an1902

interesting avenue for future analysis.1903

E. IMPACT OF CUTTING JET CENTER (“σCUT”)1904

The polar funnel in the GRMHD simulations is filled1905

with horizon-penetrating field lines and thought to con-1906

tain plasma with orders of magnitude lower density than1907

the accretion disk. By the same token, the funnel mag-1908

netization σ := B2/ρ is believed to be much larger than1909

the magnetization in the disk. Since there are very few1910

emitting particles in the funnel, its contribution to the1911

overall image is expected to be negligible. In practice,1912

to keep the numerical GRMHD evolution stable, σ is1913

not allowed to assume realistic values, but is instead1914

capped at moderate values σ ≲ 50 − 100 by artificially1915

injecting mass (e.g. Porth et al. 2019). Hence we cannot1916

trust the inflated mass density in this region. Assuming1917

that emission in the σ ≫ 1 funnel is should in reality1918

be negligible, we follow the common practice and set all1919

radiation transport coefficients to zero when the magne-1920

tization exceeds a critical value σcut = 1. This choice is1921

only safe when no σ ≥ 1 regions form naturally in the1922

disk and when the mixing of disk- and funnel plasma1923

at the jet wall is inefficient. In this case the gradient1924

in magnetization is steep which means that whether we1925

adopt σcut = 1 or e.g. σcut = 25 does not affect the re-1926

sults. In reality however, finite resolution effects in the1927

GRMHD simulations, resolved interchange instabilities1928

and potentially strong disk magnetization can cause a1929

dependence on the adopted threshold value.1930

Using the BHAC/RAPTOR data, we have carried out1931

spot checks with two “best-bet” models whereby we in-1932

crease the threshold to σcut = 25: model one is MAD1933

a∗ = 0 Rhigh = 40 i = 150◦ aligned and model two is1934

MAD a∗ = 0.94 Rhigh = 160 i = 30◦ aligned. In ei-1935

ther case, the constraints change only by a few percent,1936

e.g. in model two the average β2-phase changed from1937

63◦ to 66◦ and the average net polarization went down1938

from 2.9% to 2.7%. In model one, the change in av-1939

erage β2 phase is somewhat larger (going from −97◦ to1940

−109◦), but still small compared to the overall spread of1941

the distributions. This shows that the results on polar-1942

ized sub-mm emission are quite robust against change in1943

the adopted value of the σcut and emission at or within1944

the highly magnetized funnel does not dominate in the1945

model.1946

F. IMPACT OF NON-THERMAL ELECTRONS1947

Throughout this work, we have considered only ther-1948

mal electron distribution functions (eDFs) when per-1949

forming GRRT. Here, we briefly explore the impact of1950

non-thermal electrons in the polarimetric properties of1951
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one GRMHD model: MAD a∗ = 0 Rhigh = 40 i = 150◦1952

aligned. Two non-thermal prescriptions are explored:1953

• Variable κ: In each cell, a κ distribution (Vasyli-1954

unas 1968; Xiao 2006) is applied, using a κ(σ, β)1955

prescription originating from particle-in-cell simu-1956

lations (Ball et al. 2018; Davelaar et al. 2019).1957

• κ = 5: A κ distribution with a constant value of1958

κ = 5 is applied globally (Davelaar et al. 2018).1959

We ray-trace 300 snapshots for each of these cases and1960

compare with the thermal model snapshots. The accre-1961

tion rate is kept fixed, but we find that the average flux1962

density is 2.3 Jy for all cases. In Figure 26, we plot1963

a selection of polarimetric quantities for these models.1964

Each marker is placed at the median, and the error bars1965

extend to the 16th and 84th percentiles. Overall, we1966

find only subtle differences between these different eDF1967

models. We find that ⟨|m|⟩ declines in the non-thermal1968

eDF models, coincident with increases in the Faraday1969

rotation depth (2.2, 4.2, and 6.3 for thermal, Variable1970

κ, and κ = 5 models respectively.) Interestingly, vnet1971

switches sign in the κ = 5 model, while ∠β2 varies only1972

slightly, due to its link with the underlying field geom-1973

etry. Overall, images with non-thermal eDFs will be1974

useful to study in future work.1975

G. AN INTERPOLATIVE SCORING SCHEME1976

With our GRMHD models, we coarsely sample a five-1977

dimensional parameter space. Here, we investigate the1978

possibility that this sparse sampling misses potentially1979

passing models by performing scoring using expanded1980

theoretical error bars. We conceptualize each combina-1981

tion of a∗, Rhigh, and i as a volume in three-dimensional1982

parameter space. For each neighbor in parameter space,1983

if the 90% quantiles of the neighbor does not overlap,1984

we linearly interpolate the lower and upper ranges of1985

each observable to the midpoints of their nearest neigh-1986

bors. This scheme helps mitigate sparse sampling, but1987

as we discuss, may lead to false positives if observables1988

evolve rapidly between adjacent models. In addition,1989

this methodology fails to consider correlated evolution1990

between observables.1991

In Figure 27 and Figure 28, we show the results of our1992

interpolative scoring scheme considering all polarimet-1993

ric constraints without and with RM derotation respec-1994

tively. As expected, many more models pass in both1995

cases. The preference for clockwise motion with dero-1996

tation or counter-clockwise motion without derotation1997

is less dramatic with this scheme. Without derotation,1998

both best-bet models still fail. With derotation, the1999

second best-bet model from Paper V MAD a∗ = 0.52000

Rhigh = 160 i = 30/150◦ also passes in this scheme.2001

Without interpolation, this model had only failed by2002

producing too little ⟨|m|⟩.2003

This interpolative scoring scheme does not produce2004

as clear of a preference for MAD over SANE models.2005

We find that this difference is driven by a shortcoming2006

of this method: SANE models evolve very rapidly with2007

Rhigh, especially between Rhigh = 1 and Rhigh = 10,2008

leading to very large theoretical error bars. We explore2009

one example in Figure 29, where a set of KHARMA2010

SANE a∗ = −0.5 i = 150◦ aligned field models are ray-2011

traced at intermediate values of Rhigh ∈ {3, 5, 8}. Each2012

of our 8 polarimetric observables is plotted, and we bet-2013

ter resolve the rapid evolution in these parameters with2014

Rhigh. A noteworthy interaction occurs in our inter-2015

polation scheme with ⟨|m|⟩ and ∠β2, two of our most2016

constraining observables. We see that at Rhigh = 1, the2017

model overproduces ⟨|m|⟩ but fails to reproduce ∠β2,2018

which is too radial. Meanwhile, SANE models with2019

Rhigh = 10 have too low ⟨|m|⟩ and a uniformly dis-2020

tributed ∠β2. Interpolation allows models in this region2021

to pass because our scoring system suggests there might2022

be a model with intermediate Rhigh that has both a cor-2023

rect ∠β2 and ⟨|m|⟩. However, with better resolution in2024

Rhigh, we do not find an individual model that would2025

pass. Overall, this exercise shows that our main con-2026

clusions are not likely driven by our sparse sampling of2027

parameter space.2028

H. GRMHD OBSERVABLE DISTRIBUTIONS2029

To visualize trends of our 8 observables in the 5-2030

dimensional parameter space that we explore, we pro-2031

vide “violin” plots of our observables from our models as2032

a figure set, the complete version of which is available2033

in the online journal. In each figure, we consider one2034

observable and one magnetic field state (either MAD or2035

SANE models). One figure, the distributions of mnet2036

for MAD models, is shown in Figure 30. Different spins2037

are shown in different columns, and different values of2038

Rhigh are shown in different rows. Within each panel,2039

we plot distributions as a function of inclination, where2040

only 5 of the 9 inclinations ray-traced in this work are in-2041

cluded to improve readability. Aligned field models are2042

shown on the left, and reversed field models are shown2043

on the right. The distributions with opposite magnetic2044

field polarity are usually very similar, with the notable2045

exceptions of vnet and, more subtly, ∠β2. To display2046

the relative agreement or disagreement between codes,2047

we plot BHAC models in red and KHARMA models in2048

blue. H-AMR models, which are ray-traced for a subset2049

of models only for comparison here and not for scoring,2050

are displayed as dashed distributions when available. Fi-2051

nally, the observational constraints are shown in gray,2052

where as usual the allowed range for ∠β2 without RM2053

derotation is shown as a hatched region.2054

Our last set of plots, distributions of the Faraday rota-2055

tion depth ⟨τρV
⟩, are not directly observable, but drive2056

many of our physical trends as well as differences be-2057

tween codes. For a detailed discussion of the physical2058

trends present in these figures, we refer readers to Ap-2059

pendix A.2060
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Figure 26. Comparison of thermal and non-thermal eDFs for MAD a∗ = 0 Rhigh = 40 i = 150◦ aligned models. Changes in
the distributions of polarimetric quantities motivate future exploration in this area.

Figure 27. As Figure 7, but using the interpolative scoring scheme described in Appendix G.

Differences between our KHARMA and BHAC models2061

inflate our theoretical error bars in Section 5. We find2062

that at least part of these differences arise from physi-2063

cal approximations regarding the assignment of electron2064

temperature during the GRRT. One fluid with a single2065

adiabatic index is evolved in our GRMHD codes, but2066

it represents both relativistic electrons (with an adia-2067

batic index of 4/3) and non-relativistic ions (with an2068

adiabatic index of 5/3). During the GRRT step of our2069

calculations, only the electron temperature is relevant2070

for the synchrotron emission that we observe. When as-2071

signing electron temperatures, RAPTOR adopts (see e.g.,2072

Davelaar et al. 2018).2073

Θe =
u

ρ

mp

me

1

3(R+ 1)
(H3)2074

where Θe is the electron temperature, u is the internal2075

energy, and R = Ti/Te given by Equation 8. Meanwhile,2076

IPOLE accounts for the difference in adiabatic indices2077

by adopting2078
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Figure 28. As Figure 8, but using the interpolative scoring scheme described in Appendix G.

Figure 29. Distributions of observables for a selection of SANE models ray-traced with greater resolution in Rhigh between
1 and 10. These correspond to KHARMA SANE a∗ = −0.5 i = 150◦ aligned models. We find rapid evolution in this part of
parameter space.
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Θe =
u

ρ

mp

me

(γp − 1)(γe − 1)

(γe − 1)R+ (γp − 1)
2079

=
u

ρ

mp

me

2

3(2 +R)
(H4)2080

2081

where γe = 4/3 and γp = 5/3. Equation H4 is physi-2082

cally justified, but it sacrifices internal consistency with2083

the GRMHD simulations, where a single fluid with2084

γ = 4/3 is evolved (Wong et al. 2022). When we set2085

γe = γp = γ = 4/3 in Equation H4, we recover Equa-2086

tion H3 used by RAPTOR. Electron temperatures assigned2087

by RAPTOR are systematically colder, 3/4 as hot as the2088

ipole prescription at R = 1, and 1/2 as hot as R → ∞.2089

This explains the systematically larger Faraday depths2090

in our BHAC models relative to both KHARMA and2091

H-AMR, which are both ray-traced with ipole.2092

Larger differences are seen between SANE models2093

than MADs. A unique SANE model is not believed to2094

exist, and differences are known to occur at the GRMHD2095

fluid level (Porth et al. 2019).2096

Fig. Set 30. Violin Plots2097
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